The Personal Rapid Transit is a new emergent transportation tool. It relies on using a set of small driverless electric vehicles to transport people on demand. Because of the specific on-demand characteristic of the Personal Rapid Transit system, many Personal Rapid Transit vehicles would move empty which results in a high level of wasted transportation capacity. This is enhanced while using Personal Rapid Transit vehicles with limited electric battery capacity. This paper deals with this problem in a real time context while minimizing the set of empty vehicle movements. First, a mathematical formulation to benchmark waiting time of passengers in Personal Rapid Transit systems is proposed. Then, a simulation model that captures the main features of the Personal Rapid Transit system is developed. A decision support system which integrates several real time solution strategies as well as a simulation module is proposed. Our dispatching strategies are evaluated and compared based on our simulation model. The efficiency of our method is tested through extensive test studies.
Introduction

Background and Literature
Review. PRT could be seen as a sustainable and efficient transportation system that has the potential to overcome issues related to urban mobility. PRT is an on-demand transportation system that uses small driverless electric vehicles. It was introduced first in 1953 and came up to realization recently in airport (Heathrow Airport, London, UK), universities (Morgantown, West Virginia, US), and smart cities (Masdar city, Abu Dhabi, UAE).
According to Cottrell [1] , more than 200 research papers related to PRT have been published since 1964. The period from 1971 to 1975 was the most active for PRT research, primarily because the US government financed several reports, such as the studies funded by the Urban Mass Transportation Administration (UMTA) branch of the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) [2] . The US government withdrew its support in 1974, but there was a resurgence of interest in PRT systems in the 90s. This coincided with progress in different PRT components, such as vehicles, rails, and batteries. From 2001 to 2004, research was conducted to test the feasibility of innovative city transport (more details could be found in http://www.transport-research.info/ project/evaluation-and-demonstration-innovative-city-transport) in five European cities (Eindhoven and Almelo in the Netherlands, Cardiff in Wales, Rome Ciampino in Italy, and Huddinge in Sweden). The relevant study assessed the social, economic, technical, and environmental benefits of the PRT system, and its results supported the implementation of these PRT projects.
Several studies related to PRT have focused on the feasibility and design of such a system [3] [4] [5] [6] and, until recently, had sought to tackle operating issues in PRT, such as waiting times for passengers [7, 8] , dynamic routing [9] [10] [11] , agentbased simulation [12] , network design [13] , fleet sizing [14] , and energy consumption in both static [15] [16] [17] [18] and dynamic context [19] . For more details on the PRT literature, the reader is referred to [1, 20] .
1.2.
Objectives. The focus of this paper is on vehicles empty movement and passenger waiting times of PRT systems.
The demand responsive characteristic of PRT reflects its time sensitivity. This feature provides a great challenge to the PRT system in order to provide a fast and quick response to its customers' requests. The dynamically changing transportation service requests, such as continuously new transporting demands from different PRT stations, are very likely to result in increased transportation costs and longer waiting time for PRT users. Consequently, the decision-making problem concerns how to adjust the flow of empty available vehicles in the PRT system dynamically in order to cope with the real time transportation requests. This problem is a highly complex one due to several difficulties:
(1) Based on the PRT condition to respond and serve all requested transportation service from its customers, the question arises on how to reroute and move empty vehicles in order to serve all of them. (2) As the response of the PRT system to transportation requests should be quick enough, one could ask about when and how quickly should the PRT central control system respond to them. Is it more beneficial for an empty vehicle to wait in its current station waiting for a possible passengers to come or will it be more favorable to the whole system that an empty vehicle should be sent as soon as a transportation request arises.
Traditional public transportation manager systems within a highly dynamic context as the PRT are not that flexible to deal with the different changes that could happen to the PRT environment. Consequently, a PRT manager might fail to cope with the above challenges and mentioned problems related to PRT. Therefore, it becomes of high interest to develop and formulate a robust DSS and a computer-based simulation with specific and adapted empty vehicles dispatching strategies which are capable of dealing with the dynamic characteristics of PRT.
The problem of dynamically managing empty vehicles within the PRT can be tackled as a dynamic routing and scheduling problem. Nevertheless, only few studies concerning empty vehicles management in PRT have been published [7, 8] .
One should note that the integration of battery feature of vehicles, energy consumption, and passengers behavior in stations are among the different features that were not fully treated in the literature and represent specific aspects that our proposed DSS and simulation model bring in comparison to other PRT simulators that exist in the literature.
Finally, this paper develops a valid lower bound on mean passenger waiting times using a mathematical formulation. In fact and starting from a static context of PRT, we define a new deterministic routing problem taking into account different aspects of PRT such as distance, battery, and time windows constraints. Our problem is related to the vehicle routing problem (VRP), and it is NP-hard. Based on this deterministic routing problem, a mathematical formulation is proposed to provide valid lower bounds on mean passenger waiting times. Lower bounds on mean waiting time for PRT system are of a high interest in order to assess the performance of fleet management strategies in dynamic context. In fact, these lower bounds might give us insights about the performance of PRT systems and its operability in different urban contexts which might be independent of the algorithms used to manage it.
The focus of this paper is on efficiently managing the PRT system by paying special attention to passenger waiting times and the energy wasted by the movement of empty vehicles. In fact, the volume of passenger demand is often unbalanced across stations in a PRT system. Furthermore, the number of vehicles departing from a given station is not necessarily equal to the number of vehicles arriving at that station. Thus, many vehicles move while empty, which results in a significant amount of wasted energy. Therefore, it becomes important to know which PRT pods to move and where to move them with respect to the many constraints on the PRT system. This problem is called the empty vehicle redistribution (EVR) problem [26, 27] . This paper is concerned with the empty vehicle redistribution problem for a PRT system that uses vehicles with limited battery capacity in both its static and dynamic versions. More specifically and in the literature related to the real-world application of VRP, Journal of Advanced Transportation 3 we could distinguish two main dimensions: evolution and quality of information. Evolution is related to the fact that the information related to the decision maker could cha nge during the execution of routes, whereas quality of the information is related to the uncertainty related to the available data for the decisions maker such as the arrival of new passengers requests. The dynamic problem is related to the fact that the PRT system receives new passengers requests as the time goes by. Static deterministic problem is related to the fact that the passengers demands are known beforehand and no changes happen during the execution of the routes. More details about the classification of real-world applications of VRP could be found in Pillac et al. [28] . This represents an important problem for PRT as the battery issue is often overlooked in the literature. In fact and in some PRT stations, PRT pods could not be dispatched to serve transportation requests originating from its current location only because it does not have enough electric energy to serve this specific transportation request and return to the depot. Also using vehicles with limited range would make part of a PRT fleet unavailable to serve transportation requests due to the charging operations. Consequently, this feature introduces a level of uncertainty within the system. This uncertainty makes the proposed problem and how to deal with it different from the actual solution approach adapted for vehicles without limited battery capacity.
Consequently, we start first by proposing a static deterministic routing problem in order to provide benchmarks on waiting times of passengers in PRT.
We attempt to know whatever the proposed mathematical formulation able to provide good solutions for our problem and to know the impact of the different parameters on the performance of our mathematical formulation.
We also study in this paper a dynamic EVR routing problem as we consider that more passengers arrive while the system is operating. The dynamic EVR problem is of considerable interest as it plays an important role in operational decisions for PRT systems. Accordingly, this paper develops an efficient PRT simulator which is able to simulate the different and rich aspects of a PRT system. We wanted to provide several practical details about developing our simulation model in order to enrich the existing literature of PRT simulators. Finally, the developing of a DSS taking into account the several dynamic and complex aspect of PRT is of a high interest in order to improve the decision-making process related to such a transportation system.
Contributions of This
Paper. In this paper we do the following:
(1) Propose a new problem formulation in order to minimize the waiting time of passengers in the context of PRT in a static deterministic context. Studying this static problem offers the possibility of proposing valid lower bounds and benchmarks for evaluating dynamic strategies of routing PRT vehicles. To the best of our knowledge, the static PRT problem to minimize waiting time of passengers under battery and time window constraints was not studied in the literature. This work extends recent studies [7, 15] on PRT by defining, characterizing, and modeling this new related transportation problem and applying it to the PRT mode in urban areas.
(2) Design a discrete event simulation model for PRT. In the simulation model, we define a centralized option to control and manage the fleet of PRT vehicles. We also use different extensive techniques to model the behavior of the PRT system in real time based on the synchronous mode of control.
(3) Develop different proactive and reactive empty vehicle redistribution management strategies that satisfy passengers transportation demands while minimizing empty movements and wait times.
(4) Verify the performance of our model and our strategies through extensive computational tests and scenarios.
(5) Propose a DSS based on our developed simulator and developed strategies with emphasis on solving the dynamic EVR which captures several operational problems and features arising for PRT in the real context comprehensive dynamic.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the PRT system and its related decisional problems. In Section 3, we describe the problem at hand as well as a valid mathematical formulation in order to provide valid benchmarks for mean waiting time of passengers based on a related static deterministic context. Section 4 follows to introduce the architecture, the proposed traffic management strategies used for PRT systems, and the core modules of the proposed DSS. Section 5 contains definitions of the concepts of a simulation and a discrete event simulation. We also describe our proposed simulation model in this section. A discussion of the computational results of different strategies that we employed is provided in Section 6. We offer our conclusions in Section 7.
The Personal Rapid Transit
The PRT system is an automated public transport mode that uses small, driverless electric vehicles (see Figure 1) . PRT deploys its fleet of vehicles (also called pods) on a dedicated network of PRT guideways with offline stations that are located off the main line allowing vehicles to travel nonstop from origin to destination (see Figure 2) . In this manner, PRT offers passengers on-demand nonstop service.
Users of PRT systems move from one location to another by going to their nearest PRT station and selecting their destination. The system assigns the user a vehicle that takes him/her directly to the destination. This is possible because of the specific topology that characterizes the PRT network. The guideways in the PRT network are arranged to have several divergent and convergent points, in addition to PRT stations located along the main guideways. This permits the PRT system to offer a direct, nonstop point-to-point service where vehicles bypass all unnecessary intermediate stations between a passenger's origin and destination. PRT is suitable for small cities and can be used as a feeder for metropolitan train systems [29] . Three PRT systems are currently in operation: the "2getthere" PRT system in Masdar city in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates (UAE), the Ultra Global PRT system at Heathrow Airport in London, United Kingdom (UK), and PRT SkyCube in Suncheon, South Korea.
Characterization of the PRT Decisional Problems.
It is clear from the definition of the PRT system that it can be managed based on three different levels of decisions.
(i) Strategic level of decisions defines the decisions related to the PRT infrastructure like the guideways itinerary, station locations, and design under several budget and city regulation restrictions.
(ii) Tactic level of decisions defines the decisions that are taken periodically by the system manager such as the fleet size and the PRT schedule.
(iii) Operational level of decisions defines the set of decisions that are taken daily such as the optimization of the vehicles itinerary under several constraints such as battery, time windows, and capacity constraints.
Accordingly, this paper focuses on the operational level of decisions related to PRT. Therefore, we assume that all the strategic and tactical decisions related to PRT were already taken. This implies that a PRT network of a fixed guideways is already designed.
For a typical working day, the PRT needs to meet with the upcoming demand of passengers which is generally characterized as a Poisson process. As a consequence, two different modes of operation could be characterized (the Morgantown PRT system is a typical example of these two operation modes: http://assets.slate.wvu.edu/resources/1610/1406301617 .pdf).
(i) The demand mode of operation which is used when the demand of passengers is not predictable. Therefore, the system operates under uncertainty and runs based on the current demand of passengers.
(ii) The schedule mode of operation is used when the demand of passengers is predictable (as in rush hours). The PRT vehicles run according to a preset schedule based on a defined set of origin destinations moves.
The schedule mode is closely related to the static deterministic case related to PRT. It is useful to use and implement when the demand of passengers is prebooked. Therefore, vehicles would move based on a predefined set of origin destinations pairs. On the other hand, the demand mode is closely related to a dynamic routing problem which is useful to manage PRT vehicles in a dynamic setting.
Accordingly, we focus in what follows on the demand and schedule modes of operations related to PRT. In fact, we start by presenting the operational transportation problem related to PRT. Then, we treat the static deterministic version of this problem to minimize the waiting time of passengers. Finally, we treat the dynamic version of the transportation problem related to PRT by presenting a DSS and different reactive and proactive strategies for the real time fleet management of PRT pods.
Let us recall that Lees-Miller and Wilson [7] and Daszczuk et al. [8] proposed minimizing waiting time of passengers in a PRT context without considering battery constraints. Mrad and Hidri [15] , Fatnassi et al. [17] , and Mrad et al. [30] proposed minimizing energy consumption for a PRT system in a static deterministic context.
In this work we extend these PRT studies to our context. In fact as we deal with the schedule mode of operation, we propose minimizing waiting time of passengers under time window and battery constraints. To the best of our knowledge, this version of the problem was not proposed in the literature before. Also and in order to deal with the demand mode of operation, we propose a DSS, a discrete event simulator developed based on Anylogic and different proactive and reactive real time fleet management strategies while considering several constraints. To the best of our knowledge, a computerized DSS for PRT and a discrete event simulator taking into account battery and distance constraints were not proposed in the literature before for the PRT context. Consequently, this work extends the literature on the PRT to deal with the different PRT mode of operations while proposing both a static deterministic and a dynamic PRT transportation problems.
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The Personal Rapid Transit Transportation Problem
In this section, we first present the problem definition of our problem. Then, we present a short review of vehicle routing problems. We then present the proposed mathematical model in order to benchmark waiting time of passengers.
Definition and Modeling
3.1.1. The Business Context. First, let us focus on the specific business context of the PRT system. We should note that we aim to find the best tradeoff between its economic, societal, and ecological performance. We aim to study the efficiency of the PRT system in terms of waiting time for its passengers under various constraints and to study the behavior of a battery operated PRT system. The PRT system, for a specific working day, offers a high quality on-demand transportation service. However due to a limited fleet size of PRT vehicles, the PRT system cannot ensure that a vehicle is present at each specific PRT station whenever a PRT user asks for it. This feature results in a large amount of empty vehicle movements and a large amount of waiting time for passengers which represent a huge loss in terms of economic and societal performance of such an intelligent transportation system. For a given working day for PRT, transportation requests are received incrementally. Considering a PRT network in a specific urban area, a cost related to the energy consumption and the waiting time of passengers is associated with the decisions of dispatching vehicles to serve transportation requests. Given this cost, we introduce next the PRT problem definition.
Problem Definition.
Our aim is to focus on the business context of PRT system by satisfying a set of transportation request. In this section, we focus exclusively on routing PRT vehicles that are running on battery power. The problem treated in this section is based on the following assumptions.
Let us consider a network of PRT guideways . is composed of stations = 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , . | | = . contains also one depot station .
ensures the connectivity constraints of any PRT network. This feature ensures for a PRT vehicle to be able to reach any stations from any other station. The transportation service in is ensured using a set of electric PRT vehicles which are initially located at . The vehicles are battery powered. Each PRT vehicle has a limited electric battery capacity that makes it run for a limited duration in time. We assume that the PRT vehicles, whenever needed, go to the depot to recharge their batteries. We also assume that the consumed electric power from the depot to any station and going back to the depot does not exceed the battery capacity .
Passengers arrive to the PRT stations following a Poisson process . The PRT system should respond favorably to all the transportation requests. A dispatching decision is needed for PRT system where there are empty waiting vehicles available at the PRT station and waiting passengers that need to be transported within the PRT network. Following the specific PRT characteristics, a PRT vehicle could only serve one transportation request at a time. This transportation request consists of moving one passengers or a group of passengers up to six people from a specific departure station to a specific destination station in . This feature makes the development of a specific sophisticated dispatching system for PRT an important task. The objective of our problem is to enhance the service quality of the system by minimizing its energy consumption and reducing the waiting time of passengers.
For our problem and as a first step, we try to minimize delays of service against the tie that the system is informed. Consequently, we suppose that the demand of passengers is known in advance. This is a very important objective for such an on-demand service, as the coming of passengers is supposed to be unknown in advance. In PRT, the case of perfect demand responding service also exists where each demand is already known in advance. Therefore, the scheduling and routing for each vehicles could be computed at the starting of the transportation service In this case, the obtained evaluation function could be used as an index to evaluate dynamic strategies. This is made possible as the static problem would present lower bounds for simulation strategies. In the literature, different studies were used to compare static and dynamic solution for vehicle routing problem [31] and PRT [32] . Generally, the static routing and scheduling problem could be presented as the following optimization problem.
The static PRT problem is characterized based on the business context defined above. Let us also define a list of known transportation requests of size . Also, the matrix cost defines the least cost of moving between each pair of stations. The matrix SP defines the shortest time travel between each pair of stations. Each passenger demand is modeled by a request that contains information about the demand. To respond to passenger demand , a PRT vehicle must go from departure station DS to destination station AS . The service should start at least at the request time RT demanded by the passenger or later. The time of the start of service of a trip is denoted by SS . Our aim is to design a set of least-cost vehicle routes capable of accommodating all the passenger requests under a set of constraints. The constraints include the time window and the battery capacity of the vehicles. The objective of our static problem is to minimize the waiting time of passengers. Consequently, our goal is to find a set of routes starting and ending at the depot covering all the trip demand exactly once with respect to the battery capacity of each vehicles in order to minimize the waiting time of passengers.
After presenting our static problem definition, we shall now present a formal theoretical graph representation.
A First Basic Graph Representation for Our Problem.
We present, in this section, a first intuitive graph representation for our PRT problem.
This first representation is done by transforming the physical PRT network into a new network where a node represents either a departure station or an arrival station of a trip. This first graphical representation works by producing as many copies as needed of stations for each passenger request. (i) A set DS = ds 1 , ds 2 , ds 3 , . . . , ds is the set of departure stations of trips.
(ii) A set AS = as 1 , as 2 , as 3 , . . . , as is the set of arrival stations for trips.
(iii) Each trip is represented by two nodes ds and as and a direct arc from ds to as . The cost of this arc is equal to the total consumed energy following the shortest path from station ds to station as . This set of edges is called .
(iv) For each node as ds , we add an arc from as to ds . The edge represents the empty move of vehicle after finishing trip to serve trip . It has as a cost the cost of moving from as to ds . This set of edges is called .
(v) For each node ds , we add and edge from to ds representing the empty move from the depot to the departure station. This set of edges is called . The cost of this arc is equal to the total consumed energy following the shortest path from the depot to ds .
(vi) For each node as , we add an edge as to representing the move from the arrival station to the depot. This set of edges is called . The cost of this arc is equal to the total consumed energy following the shortest path from as to the depot.
Therefore, we transformed our physical PRT network to a main graph Γ composed by a set of node and edges where
(ii) = ∪ ∪ ∪ .
We add for each node in DS and AS a specific time window indicating the time of service of trip . We add also for each node in DS and AS a specific time window indicating the time of finish of service of trip . We should note that in this graph there are a set of mandatory edges which are the edges representing the trips .
Illustrative Example.
Let us suppose that we have a PRT network as presented in the upper right corner in Figure 3 . The edges represent the cost of moving between each pair of stations , , , and where represents the depot. Let suppose that we have a set of trips as presented in the upper left corner in Figure 3 . The resulting graph is shown in Figure 3 . As an example trips 2 and 3 have the same departure station . However in this graph representation, this station was replicated two times as we have two different trips.
VRP Related Literature.
Starting from our business context and from our first intuitive problem modeling, we could note that our problem shares similarities with a famous subclass of VRP called VRP with pickup and delivery problems (VRPPD). In VRPPD, a set of vehicles must satisfy a set of transportation request. Each request is defined by a pickup point, a delivery point, and a specific demand to be transferred between the two locations. The transportation service could consist of transporting persons or goods. The objective involves generally the minimization of transportation and travel cost.
In the literature of VRPPD, there are three subclass problems:
(i) The many to many PDP where each location could be either a pickup point or a delivery point.
(ii) The one to many to one PDP where goods available at the depot location need to be transferred to the customer location. The goods present at the customer location need to be transferred to the depot.
(iii) The one to one PDP where each transportation request has a unique and specific pickup location and a specific delivery location.
Our PRT problem as it was already presented consists of moving a set of passengers from a specific departure location to a specific delivery location. Therefore, we could claim that our PRT problem shares similarities with the one to one PDP and a specific attention should be pair to this class of problems. The one to one pickup and delivery problem could be also divided into three subclasses [31] :
(i) When vehicle have the possibility of serving multiple location then this problem is a classical PDP.
(ii) When the transportation service consists of serving passengers and elderly people and the service is similar to a bus system, the problem is called a dial a ride problem (DARP).
(iii) When the vehicle could serve only one request at a time (as in our PRT case) then the problem is called the stacker crane problem (SCP).
The SCP takes its name from the practical problem of moving crane in ports, factories, and so forth. Until now the main application of the SCP was to manage truck fleet to move truck load between different locations that is why the SCP is also called the full load PDP. The objective of this problem is to minimize the empty moves.
Our PRT problem could be considered as an extension to the SCP as we add to the classical SCP different new constraints such as battery constraints and time window constraints; also we introduce a new objective as we aim to minimize the waiting time of passengers. In the next subsection and starting from these similarities with the SCP problem, we present a more enhanced and compact graph modeling of our static PRT problem.
A Second Enhanced Problem
Modeling. The first and basic modeling of our PRT problem could be enhanced if we considered representing each trip as one node instead of two nodes and a mandatory edge. This will have as an impact to reduce considerably the number of nodes and edges and therefore reduce the size of the graph.
To solve our problem, we model it as a more compact theoretical graph problem. Let = { , } be a nondirected graph in which the vertices = {V 0 , V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V } correspond to the depot and the different passenger requests. (i) For each pair of nodes , ∈ * , a link between them exists. This link has the associated cost of moving from the arrival station of trip to the departure station of trip in addition to the cost of moving from the departure to arrival station of trip .
(ii) For all nodes ∈ * , we also add a link (0, ) whose cost is the cost of moving from the depot to the departure station of trip plus the cost of moving from the departure to arrival station of trip .
(iii) Finally for all nodes ∈ * , we add a link ( , 0) whose cost is that of moving from the arrival station of trip to the depot.
From this graph representation of the problem, we can see that it shares similarities with the asymmetric distanceconstrained vehicle routing problem (ADCVRP). The ADCVRP is a variant of the VRP problem, in which the total distance traveled by each vehicle must be less than or equal to a maximum distance or time (in this case, the battery capacity). The objective of this problem is to minimize the travel costs. This problem has been proven to be NP-hard [33, 34] . Our problem is asymmetric because the distance between node and node is different to that from node to node . Our problem extends the ADCVRP as we add different time windows constraints and we aim to minimize the waiting time of passengers rather than the traditional total travel distance which constitutes a new objective function for the ADCVRP. Our PRT problem represents also a new application of the ADCVRP.
Arc Flow Formulation.
In this section, we present a based arc flow mixed integer programming formulation for solving our problem based on our second enhance problem modeling. It is based on existent works on ADCVRP [33, 34] and PRT [15] in the literature. Recall that we want to minimize the waiting time of passengers in a static deterministic context under time window, distance, and battery context. To introduce our valid mathematical formulation for our PRT problem, let us first introduce the following variables: (i) is the cost of going from node to node in the graph .
(ii) + ( ) is the set of edges that have as a root.
(iii) − ( ) is the set of edges that have as a sink.
(iv)
(v) is the least consumed energy used to travel from the depot to trip as is the predecessor of .
Let us recall also that (i) SS is the time of service of trip .
(ii) RT is the demand time of the request of passenger (s) to perform the trip .
(iii) represents the number of vehicles available initially at the depot.
(iv) SP is the matrix of shortest travel time between each pairs of stations.
(v) DS is the departure station of trip .
(vi) AS is the arrival station of trip .
Hence the minimum waiting time for passengers covering all the trips with respect to the battery time window and distance constraints is the optimal value of the following linear program:
Equation (2) aims to minimize the differences between the time of service and the time of receiving the requests. This is equal to the waiting time of passengers of the different trips. Constraints (3) and (4) are the assignment constraints.
It ensures that each node representing a trip is visited only once. Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that exactly vehicles are used. Those constraints make sure that no more than vehicles leave and return to the depot.
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Therefore, constraints (7) ensure that the electric energy used to travel from node to any node in a road should be equal to the difference between the energy consumed to travel from the depot to node and the distance traveled from the depot to node [34, 35] . These typical flow constraints were introduced in the literature for the problem of ADCVRP in order to eliminate illegal roads.
Constraints (8) are distance constraints. Constraints (8) make sure that the energy used to reach trip from the depot and the direct link from the depot to node are less than or equal to the battery capacity of PRT pods.
Constraints (9) ensure that the energy used to travel from the depot to trip is greater or equal to the energy used from the depot to trip in addition to the energy used from trip to trip .
Constraints (10) present the initial values of variables . Constraints (11) are the schedule constraints. They guarantee the schedule feasibility for our PRT system. Those constraints take into account time consideration. Therefore, if the edge is selected, the time of start of service of trip is equal to the time of start of service of trip in addition to the time needed to travel from trip to trip .
Constraints (12) ensure that the time of service of trip is greater or equal to the time of receival of trip .
Constraints (13) are time windows constraints and ensure that the time of service of any trip is later than the earliest time window.
Constraints (14) ensure that if a trip is served directly from the depot, its time of service is at least equal to the time needed to travel from the depot to its departure station.
A linearization of constraints (11) could be done as follows:
where BIGM is a large number. This could be done as we have an integer decisions variables (the set of variables ).
Performance of the Mixed Integer Formulation
Plan of Experiments.
To test our mixed integer mathematical formulation proposed to our specific PRT problem, several instances were generated based on the following dimensions:
(1) Trip list size The list of trips size was generated based on the instance generator from the literature [15] . The set of generated trips assumptions is presented in Table 1 Let us recall that a trip is The size of trips ranges from 10 to 50 in a multiple of 10. For each problem size and each network, we generated 3 different instances. The network was adapted from the PRT Corby network (see Figure 4) which is a realistic test case study developed by Teychenne and Bly [36] .
It was used to test PRT solution in Northampton in the United Kingdom (UK). Relative data of this network are available in the ATS/CityMobil tool (see for instance http:// www.ultraglobalprt.com/about-us/library/ultra-simulator/) which was developed to test different dynamic strategies for PRT. This network proposes a topology with four different depots. As in our problem we suppose to have only one depot; we generated four different networks taken into consideration, one different depot at each time. Thus, we get four different networks.
As for the size of the fleet, we used three different sizes of the fleet based on the problem size (nb-trip) which were (i) = nb-trip.
(ii) = nb-trip/2. This will ensure having a possible realistic value for the size of the fleet.
Finally for the battery capacity, we generated three different battery capacities: 40, 45, and 50 minutes [15, 30] (in the paper of Mueller and Sgouridis [3] , it is noted that battery capacity is 20 kWh, minimum recharge level is 50%, and average vehicle power consumption is 250 Wh/km; as we consider having a set of homogenous vehicles these assumptions are considered to be realistic, considering other values for the battery capacity do not diminish the applicability of the proposed model). The combination of these four dimensions yields 360 different testing instances. Each instances is denoted by a quadruplet , , , .
∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} which represents the network characteristics. ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50} which represents the trip list size. ∈ {nb-trip/2, nb-trip} which represents the fleet size. ∈ {40, 45, 50} which represents the battery capacity. Results of our mathematical formulation are presented in Figures 5, 6 , and 7. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) present the mean waiting time for each class of size of trips. We should note that we put a time limit of 600 seconds for IBM-Cplex which means that if the program exceeds 600 seconds without finding an optimal value, it returns the best feasible value founded so far.
Performance of Our
Based on our results, we could note the good performance of the PRT system in terms of mean waiting time of passengers. In fact and based on these instances, we found an average waiting time for passengers of 59 seconds. This is true especially for instances related to the first network as we found an average waiting time of 34 seconds (see Figure 7) . The relative average mean waiting time gives a good indication about the possible mean waiting time for real case PRT system that uses vehicles with batteries.
Obviously and from the obtained results, the depot location has its impact on the whole performance of the system. In fact, a change from the first network to the second network results in an increase of 72% in the mean waiting time. Based on Figure 6 , a change from the fourth PRT network to the first PRT network results in a decrease of 147% (this statistic was computed using the gap metric based on the following formulas: GAP = ((Max waiting time − Min Waiting Time )/Min Waiting Time ) × 100) in the mean waiting time. Figure 6 suggests that when the depot is located in a central zone close to different stations performance of the system increase as it would be able to provide much smaller waiting time for its passengers. In fact, we could note that the average travel time between the first depot and the different stations is 299 seconds while it is 495 seconds for the fourth depot which corresponds to the worst performance in terms of mean waiting time of passengers. This analysis indicates that in terms of level of service, it is preferable to locate the depot in a central area close to the different PRT stations rather than in suburban areas. This fact also helps to reduce total travel time for vehicles. This feature combined with the fact that the guideways are dedicated to the PRT vehicles, helps to reduce congestion in cities centers. Locating PRT depot in suburban areas translates into larger travel distance, wasted energy, and empty movement for PRT pods to the city centers. However, lower depot costs come with the implementation of PRT depots in suburbs. This is mainly a consequence of the fact that land is cheaper in peripheral zones than in cities centers. Nevertheless, locating PRT depots into city centers yields overall several environmental and societal benefits. These results shows the importance of the tactical and strategic decisions related to the network and station design on the operational performance of the system. This also confirms results from the literature that show the importance of the depot locations on the operational performance of transportation systems [37] . Figure 7 provides an example of the impact of the battery capacity on the mean waiting time. Increasing the battery autonomy by 5 minutes from 40 to 45 minutes helps to decrease the mean waiting time by 5%. Also, a decrease of 8% was observed when having a battery autonomy of 50 minutes over instances with battery autonomy of 40 minutes. Therefore, we observe a positive correlation between the waiting time and the battery capacity. This is mainly due to the fact that the longer the battery lasts, the least the vehicles would be unavailable due to charging issues. Figure 5 presents the impact of the number of trips on the mean waiting time of passengers. We should note that in our case the size of fleet is related to the number of trips to serve. Consequently, we found smaller waiting time in large instances size than smaller instance size as larger fleet results in small waiting time for passengers. These results confirm the ones from the literature for vehicle routing problems [38] .
Next, we wanted to analyze the relation that could exist between the size of test instances and the computational time of our proposed mathematical formulation. In fact, we wanted to test the influence of the number of trips on the performance of the proposed mathematical formulation. For this purpose, a correlation test was conducted between the number of trips and the average computational time of the mathematical formulation. A correlation test is generally used to observe the statistical relationships between two or more data values or variables. As the observed data do not follow a normality distribution, we used the Spearman correlation test. Results of this test (see Table 2 ) show that there is a strong correlation between these two variables which proves the statistical relation between the number of trips and the average computational time.
Next, we wanted to drive an equation that predicts the computational time of the mathematical formulation as a function of number of trips. To that end, we used the nonlinear regression model (second-order polynomial (quadratic equation)) (Figure 8 ). Let us recall that a regression model is one where data values are modeled by a function of different parameters and independent variables. Results of this regression analysis are provided in Figure 8 . As a postanalysis of this regression model, we used the Runs test. Results of this Runs test are shown in Table 3 and prove that our data fits the proposed regression model. Finally, we should note that our mathematical formulation provides satisfactory results for our problem.
A Decision Support System for the PRT
In this section, we present the DSS proposed for PRT as well as the different implemented management strategies.
A Full Integration of Management Strategies within the Decision Support
System. An implementation of a DSS for PRT aims at providing a sophisticated and flexible tool in order to choose the best dispatching strategy of PRT vehicles. Algorithm 1 shows the basic structure of our DSS.
Within our DSS, one question emerges on how to integrate the implemented dispatching strategies within our DSS. In the literature, several approaches exist to tackle the integration issue of optimization system within a generic DSS, namely, the loose, the full, and the tight integration. More details about this issue could be found in [39] . As it can be noted from Algorithm 1, our strategies are implemented based on the full integration method which embeds the optimization and dispatching module completely within the DSS. Consequently, the DSS will take full advantage of the implemented strategies in terms of speed of execution, analysis of the results, and so on.
Our DSS was implemented as a central intelligent system which is responsible for fully assisting the PRT manager to dispatch, schedule, and reschedule different operations related to PRT.
Our DSS starts by obtaining the input data such as the matrix cost and the number of vehicles and the battery capacity. Figure 9 presents an illustration on the input screen of our DSS. These data represent the input of the simulation step and for the different strategies implemented within our DSS. Such dispatching strategies used in the simulation step could be based on either basic or more sophisticated rules.
Outputs of our DSS will be shown to the PRT manager in different formats in such a way that PRT issues and problems could be dealt with and dispatching strategies could be analyzed properly.
Management Strategies.
In the context of our research objectives, management strategies are simple rules to assign vehicles to a set of trip requests.
To deal with relevant problems, simple rules are applied each time there is a change in the state of the system. A change occurs when a new passenger request is received or if a PRT pod becomes empty.
In this section, we define four simple, classical strategies for minimizing empty moves and passenger wait times.
(i) First-come, first-served (FCFS): when a vehicle is available for a trip, it serves the passenger who has been waiting the longest.
(ii) Nearest neighbor (NN): passengers demands are served in order of their arrival at a station. Each vehicle serves the passenger request from the station closest to its own location.
(iii) Wait, then go (WG): after serving a passenger request, a vehicle will wait in its station for a passenger for a given time. If there is no trip request, the vehicle will serve its nearest passenger request based on the NN strategy. Consequently, the WG offers the combination of the principles of NN strategy with more focus on the waiting time of passengers. In fact, making the vehicles wait for potential passengers to arrive at a particular station helps the system to reduce the waiting time of passengers by providing a waiting vehicles in each station.
(iv) Fixed number of vehicles in station (FNVS): this strategy maintains a fixed number of idle vehicles at each station. As soon as a station has a deficit of idle vehicles, the dispatch system will send to the station the nearest idle vehicle from a station that has a surplus of empty waiting vehicles. This idea of maintaining a target number of idle vehicles at each station was used by Anderson in [40] . We will apply this basic rule when the system receives new passenger requests or when new vehicles at a station become empty. Vehicles would be dispatched to passengers based on the FCFS principles. This strategy also offers the Add new passengers to WP. (5) Apply the chosen strategy taking into account WV and WP. (6) Dispatch vehicles according to the decisions dictated by the strategy. (7) Update WV and WP. (8) if Empty vehicle arrives at requested station then (9) Vehicle drops off passengers. (10) Update WV and WP. (11) end if (12) if Vehicle with passengers arrives at its destination station then (13) Vehicle drops off passengers. (14) Update WV. (15) end if (16) if Vehicle needs to recharge its battery then (17) Send vehicle back to the depot. (18) Update WV. (19) end if (20) end if (21) = + 1; (22) end while (23) Return statistics of the system Algorithm 2: Simulation of the PRT System. combination of the FCFS strategy (which is a reactive strategy) while offering a fixed number of vehicles in each station (which is based on proactive principles).
Finally, we provide an algorithm that describes the general steps and rules to simulate and manage our proposed PRT system (see Algorithm 2).
Simulation
Generally, real-world systems are typically too complex for simulation models to calculate their exact characteristics. Therefore, complex systems require numerical, computerbased simulations [41] to mimic the behavior of the real system. This allows the assessment, observation, and analysis of the system over time. Therefore, simulations play an important role in real-world systems as they aid the design process. Simulation is highly appealing because it makes it possible to mimic real-world systems [41] without the need to implement or build the actual system. Nowadays, a multitude of simulation software exists, making model building relatively easy. We should note that these simulation packages contain distinctive tools for analyzing simulation output. Finally, the evolution in hardware performance and software development enables simulation experts to conduct tasks quickly.
In this paper, we propose a simulation study of the PRT system. We do so by implementing a simulation model. As we are interested specifically in the management of the movement of empty vehicles in PRT, we use a discrete event simulation approach in our PRT simulation modeling. To implement a simulation model for a specific system, there is not only one solution available. Two models of the same system created by two different experts are highly unlikely to be identical. In fact and for the same system, one simulation model could be more bulky but sufficient while other simulation model can be more elegant but tricky. We believe that implementing a rather simple and straightforward simulation model for PRT makes it more efficient and easy to reproduce than other more complicated ones.
In the next section, we present our proposed simulation software. We will detail the main features of our simulation model, which has been developed to test our strategies, after which we will present the simulation results.
Simulation Software.
Several types of simulation software are capable of generating high-quality simulation models. We examined numerous simulation software tools for thus study, such as prt-sim (source: https://code.google.com/p/prt-sim/), Hermes (source: http://students.ceid.upatras.gr/∼xithalis/simulation_en.html), and so on. We chose the Anylogic simulation software to implement our simulation model because it is the only tool, to the best of our knowledge, that offers sufficient flexibility to use system dynamics, discrete events, and agent-based simulation methods within a simulation model. Thus, by using Anylogic, we can implement a model using discrete event simulation and extend it using agent-based methods. More precisely, Anylogic is a Javabased simulation platform that allows complex systems to be modeled through hierarchical and modular simulation models. Anylogic also provides a visual object environment and graphical interface to facilitate model building. It is a robust simulation tool that can be used to model economic market systems, social systems (behavior of customers), physical systems (manufacturing systems), and even logistics and transportation systems. The interface of Anylogic provides a visual language that includes Unified Modeling Language (UML) state charts, action charts, rich statistical tools, and an enterprise library that supports discrete event simulation. The enterprise library contains basic library objects, such as source, sink delay, queue, batch/unbatch, pickup/dropoff, thus making it possible to create several kinds of discrete event models. Even complex objects can be created through the library by combining multiple basic objects, which can be parameterized and assigned specific attributes. Another major advantage of Anylogic is its ability to create 2D or 3D animation for models. Indeed, each object has a default animation associated with it as a parameter. We can define, for example, an animation path for a certain object during a simulation run.
In the literature, several simulation studies were implemented using the Anylogic simulation software. One could note, for example, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] . Figure 10 ) is programmed as a discrete event simulation model based on and extended from [11, 47] . We develop two classes: the vehicle class that inherits from the Anylogic "entity" class and the passenger class that inherits from the Anylogic "pedestrian" class. We also define four different types of active objects: (i) We associate an active object with each station to simulate the movement of the vehicle towards that station.
Simulation Model. The simulation model (
(ii) To simulate the arrival of passengers in each station, we develop a station active object (see Figure 11 ).
(iii) We use an active object to represent the batterycharging operation in the depot.
(iv) The system also includes a "main" active object that contains the model itself.
The Network.
The network is modeled using Anylogic conveyor objects. Conveyor objects have characteristics, like speed and length, that in our model represent a path from one station to another. The use of conveyor objects is suitable for PRT systems. Let us recall that the PRT vehicles use a set of exclusive guideways which separate the PRT traffic from any other urban traffic. As the conveyor object models the movements of an entities without considering other external factors, it makes the Anylogic conveyor suitable to model PRT guideways.
As soon as a vehicle begins to service a passenger, it is launched on the particular conveyor representing the path that it should take. To assign a vehicle to its relative conveyor, we use an active object for each station that represents all possible routes for the vehicle. The active object uses different decision points represented by the "SelectOutput" Anylogic object, whereby a vehicle can determine the precise conveyor to use according to its destination station. The distance matrix is a static member of the vehicle entity class and represents the cost of the shortest path between each pair of stations in the network. As this matrix is static, it can be accessed by any vehicle. Therefore, each vehicle can determine the cost of its movement. The 13 active objects that represent the movement of vehicles from stations are regrouped into a single active object that represents the whole track in the PRT network.
A SelectOutput object is placed before the active object representing the network so that the vehicle knows which active object needs to be activated to initiate the simulation model. With regard to the animation of the model, the network is drawn directly on the main class. The direct links between each pair of stations are traced separately and passed as an attribute to its relative conveyor object. Passengers waiting for a vehicle are modeled as a colorful point and are positioned directly at the appropriate station. Empty vehicles are shown in white and traveling passengers are shown in red.
The central station in the network is used as the depot, which is twice the size of the passenger stations.
The PRT Stations.
To model the PRT stations, we focus on the passengers and the quality of service. Passengers are objects of the passenger class that implement the Anylogic pedestrian class. The passenger class has different attributes for any simple user of PRT, like their entry time, destination station, and so on. We use the pedestrian objects in Anylogic to model passenger behavior within a PRT station.
The PRT stations are modeled using a PedSource library block, two PedService objects, and a pedGroupAssembly object. The latter pedestrian Anylogic object is used to group passengers that arrive as a group to take a PRT ride.
We use two statistical objects to analyze the time spent by passengers in the station while requesting a service. The animation of passengers in a PRT station represents the area of a station and can also express the queue of waiting passengers asking for service. Each passenger in the PRT station animation is modeled as a graphical point.
Vehicles Entering a Station.
PRT vehicles enter a station to drop off or to pick up passengers. Before entering a station in our model, a vehicle checks its destination and proceeds directly to the relevant station. Once the vehicle is in a PRT station, it leaves the PRT network as well as its animation and is transferred to the relevant station in the model. Two operations can be performed by a vehicle within a PRT station: an embarking operation, whereby a passenger enters a vehicle, and a disembarking operation, whereby passengers leave the vehicle in a station.
Embarking Passengers.
For passengers to get into a PRT vehicle, our model uses an enterprise library Anylogic pickup object. When passengers have boarded, the passenger ID in the vehicle class changes to reflect the IDs of the passengers on board. Therefore, passenger attributes, such as wait time and destination, are transferred to the vehicle. The embarkation time is assumed to follow a uniform distribution between 30 s and two minutes. When the embarking operation is complete, the vehicle changes its status and its animation color changes to red. The departure time is recorded and added to its relative static objects.
Disembarking Passengers.
Disembarkation is handled using the Anylogic dropoff object. As in the embarking operation, the time needed for disembarking is uniformly distributed between 30 s and two minutes. As the disembarking operation is executed, the passenger ID attribute in the vehicle is set to empty. Trip statistics, like the time needed, the number of passengers transported, and so forth, are recorded. Following the disembarking operation, the passenger objects exit the system through an exit network object and a pedSink object. Following the disembarking operation, the vehicle checks whether it needs to proceed to the depot to recharge its battery. This is verified by checking whether the current level of electricity in the battery is below a critical level. If so, the vehicle proceeds directly to the network and the depot is set as its destination station. Otherwise, the vehicle will be added to the central queue object that centralizes all idle vehicles.
Rerouting of Moving Empty Vehicles.
Rerouting of empty PRT vehicles is handled using a specific implemented activeObject within the proposed simulation model. In fact and within the simulation, empty vehicles could be needed to be rerouted in order to take waiting passengers or in order to free a PRT station berth. To do so and based on the chosen strategy, decisions could be taken in order to move an empty vehicle from its current location to a destination location. To do so, the vehicles would be injected in an Anylogic "NetworkEntry" object. Also, the destination attribute of the PRT vehicle would be updated. Next and based on the destination of the vehicle, the implemented Anylogic dispatching would choose the related conveyor in order to send the vehicle to its destination. When it arrives to its destination, the status of the vehicle would be updated again in order to set it to free. Finally, and based on the situation of the current PRT station, a vehicle could be dispatched to move passengers to their destination.
Charging Operation.
Charging is one of the most important features in PRT systems using battery-powered vehicles.
Vehicles are sent to the depot to recharge if their energy levels are below a critical level. The charging facilities in the depot are modeled as a server object with a relative queue (see Figure 12 ). Vehicles are served in the depot according to a first-come first-served rule. We should note that the charging operation occurs using a ResourcePool Anylogic object. This defines the number of available charging slots in the system. The time needed for charging depends on the level of remaining charges in the battery. Once a vehicle starts its charging operation, it will not be released back to the network until the charging operation has finished.
Simulation Results
To verify the results and the performance of our four proposed management strategies, we designed tests based on the model described in the preceding sections. We compared the results of these tests to determine the best management strategy and show that our proposed strategies are effective.
Plan of Experiments.
We assumed that all vehicles are initially located at the depot. We also assumed that the vehicles follow the shortest path from departure station to the destination station. Our simulation covers a period of three hours and was tested on a Windows 7 PC with an Intel i5 3.2 GHz processor and 8 GB of random-access memory (RAM).
To test the four management strategies to manage PRT, we used several test cases based on three different dimensions:
(ii) Demand rate. (iii) PRT network.
The PRT network was generated randomly but was based on realistic value ranges obtained from [3, 15, 30] .
More specifically, we used our model of 13 stations and one depot to generate the incidence matrix of the PRT network. We first generated randomly between [1, 15 min] the durations of the movements between each pair of stations. Following this, we used the Floyd-Warshall algorithm [48] to compute the shortest path between each pair of stations based on the randomly generated incidence matrix. This ensures that the presumed characteristics of our test network will be realistic, as it was supposed that all vehicles always follow the shortest path to their destinations.
Based on a realistic PRT case [36] , a demand rate between five and 30 passengers per hour was generated for each specific station. This was programmed using the Poisson process provided in the Anylogic simulation software. This will ensure relatively realistic test cases for our four strategies. We generated 20 test scenarios based on this method. The test scenarios are of three hours each in order to represent specific periods of a day such as morning or afternoon time window. Consequently, the demand within each test scenario is considered to be stable and homogenous.
To capture and study different fleet sizes, we considered fleets of 100, 200, 300, and 400 PRT vehicles. The battery for each vehicle lasts 40 minutes, which represents 11% of the duration of the test (three hours). In our case, PRT batteries could be charged in the depot. We should note that there are other strategies to charge batteries of PRT other in the depot such as in PRT stations. That means the battery is being charged while empty vehicles are stationary in the stations. However, this option offers a disadvantage of increasing the infrastructure costs. Deciding to implement charging of vehicles within stations is related to the tactical and strategic level of decisions which is not the main scope of this paper. However, it could be implemented within our simulator by updating the battery status of each vehicles before departing from a station within the embarking active object.
To obtain computational results, we used tools provided by Anylogic. We used different dataset objects to store each of the total energy used, the wasted energy, the effective energy for each vehicle, and the wait time and the total time spent in the system for each passenger. Anylogic dataset objects are capable of storing data variables of type double. This object can also provide the minimum and maximum of all stored items, thus ensuring high flexibility. Anylogic statistical objects were used for the final statistics related to our simulation. The objects are capable of computing statistical information like the mean, minimum, maximum, and so forth from a dataset object. These objects were used to provide the final results for each test case.
Note that, for the FNVS strategy, we set the minimum number of vehicles in each station to two. Table 4 lists the results for each strategy and fleet size. These show the average waiting times, percentage of wasted energy, and the effective energy. The goal of these strategies is to improve overall performance in terms of the quality of service and energy consumption. We can see that the different strategies succeeded to varying degrees in attaining these objectives. The results presented in Table 4 suggest that the strategic allocation of empty vehicles contributes considerably to improving system performance. We note that increasing the fleet size significantly improves quality of service. Using the first in, first out (FIFO) strategy, the wait time with a fleet size of 100 was 16 min. This was reduced by 12 min to 4 min by increasing the fleet size to 200 vehicles. Therefore, our first conclusion from these tests concerns the importance of fleet size for the quality of service in a PRT system. This is generally related to the on-demand aspect of this kind of system, in addition to the characteristic of privacy. Each trip requires one vehicle, contrary to mass transit transportation systems where many passengers take the same vehicle.
Test Results.
Analysis of Results.
In this section, we discuss and analyze the quality of our proposed strategies through an analysis of the empty displacement of vehicles as well as the passenger wait times. We first conducted additional statistical analysis (statistical analysis was conducted using the GraphPad Prism statistical software; for more details, please see: http://www .graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/) on the results.
In general, the objective of using statistical methods is to prove the superiority of one method over another. In fact, comparisons between simple means and between distributions can yield quite different conclusions. More specifically, a general statistical analysis is needed to ensure that the obtained results are meaningful. There are several statistical methods from the literature that can be used in our study [49] . In this paper, we used the nonparametric Friedman statistical test followed by Dunn's multiple comparisons test (nonexpert readers are referred to [49] for statistical analysis of Algorithms and to [50] for details about statistical tests). The use of the nonparametric test was motivated by the fact that it imposes fewer general conditions than parametric tests. This is especially true of the normality condition imposed on parametric tests. The Friedman statistical test was used because we have more than two sets of data. Therefore, the use of statistical methods will strengthen our comparative study between our different strategies (detailed results of our statistical analysis are provided in https://goo.gl/vBSiE5).
The WG strategy dominates all other strategies, excluding NN, in terms of managing the empty displacement of vehicles. The results for these strategies can be explained by the fact that vehicles will remain in a station for as long as possible, and there is therefore a good chance that a passenger will find a waiting vehicle at a station. This feature is enhanced and extended in the FNVS strategy, as it determines a fixed number of vehicles to be available at each station. Consequently, there will be more empty displacement in the system. However, all stations will have empty vehicles available for service, contrary to the WG strategy where many empty vehicles can be at one station while other stations may lack vehicles. Surprisingly, the NN strategy performs well with regard to managing the empty displacement of vehicles. This can be explained by the simple and effective rule used by this strategy. By sending the vehicle closest to the passenger who has waited the longest in order to service him/her, it manages the displacement of empty vehicles and passenger wait times in a relatively efficient manner.
Focusing on Figures 13-16 , we can see the significant difference in waiting times for passengers between different stations in the WG strategy. This can be explained by the fact that due to passenger demand, more vehicles were located at some stations than others. Therefore, this strategy results in stations that are avoided by passengers because of the long waiting time.
The results also show a relative tradeoff between the energy used by empty vehicles and the wait times for passengers. Note that strategies that prioritize the choice of a closer station for the passenger are able to operate with lower energy consumption and empty vehicle movement. On the other hand, strategies that prioritize service quality (such as FVNS) are able to offer a high-quality service but consume more energy. However, the fact of having more vehicles would result in a high level of empty vehicle movements as empty pods would need to be rerouted in several cases. Therefore and as stated in the previous section, controlling the flow of empty movements was of a high interest for PRT system. The number of available vehicles also influences service quality. The more vehicles there are, the better the service will be. However, this requires a significant initial investment for the PRT system. Fortunately, the energy savings and the increase in service quality may justify such an investment.
It should be noted that the difference in energy consumption due to the increase in fleet size could be controlled by optimizing the PRT fleet size. Jie et al. [51] have presented a framework for determining the fleet size of a PRT system, and their work can be extended to determine the optimal fleet size for our case.
Performance of the PRT System Based on Demand Spikes.
In real time conditions and during specific events, an increase in the demand of passengers in different stations could be observed. In fact, stations located at a stadium, a convention center, or a hotel could observe at specific periods a drastic increase in the demand of transportation requests. Therefore, in this section, we wanted to test the effect of an increase in the demand in different specific stations on the PRT system. These tests would help us to get managerial insights of the system and to test the flexibility of our implemented simulation model. For this purpose, we choose a specific scenario while using the WG strategy and varying the fleet size between 100 and 400 vehicles. In the same scenario, we increased the transportation demand by double in four different stations. Results of this analysis are presented in Figure 17 . The baseline scenarios are hereafter called the normal one and the scenario observing an increase in the passengers demands in different stations is called demand spikes.
The average passenger waiting time increased by 104% from the normal case in demand spike scenarios. We observed also an increase by 6% in the empty movements in the system during periods of an increase of the passengers demands. Figure 17 shows the effect of the increase of the fleet size on handling the increase of the passengers demand in the PRT system. In fact, increasing the fleet size by 100 vehicles would reduce the average waiting time of passengers by 22 minutes from the 100 fleet size scenario.
In general, we could observe that the PRT system is able to meet peak demands in different stations while offering a satisfactory transportation service. This could be done while carefully adjusting the different parameters related to the PRT system such as the fleet size.
Performance of the PRT System Based on the Total Charging Time.
In this section, we analyze the performance of the PRT system in the case of a using different technologies to recharge the electric batteries of vehicles. In fact, based on the used technologies, charging time of vehicles in the depot could vary between 30 minutes and 0.5 minute (installing a super supercapacitor would have an effect of reducing the total charging time to 30 seconds; for more details, the reader is refereed to [3] ) [52, 53] . Consequently, potential gain in system efficiency could be reached based on the charging strategy adopted.
In this set of experiments and based on a single scenario while using 200 PRT vehicles and the WG strategy, we proposed to test the effect of 5 different charging times (30 minutes, 20 minutes, 10 minutes, 5 minutes, and 0.5 minute) on the waiting time of passengers and the empty vehicle movements.
Results are presented in Figure 18 . The results show that an improvement in terms of service quality and empty movements could be observed while reducing the charging time of vehicles. In fact, reducing the charging time by 10 minutes from 30 to 20 minutes helps the system to gain a total of 12 minutes in terms of waiting time of passengers and 14% in terms of empty movements of vehicles. Also, using supercapacitor helps the system to reduce waiting time of passengers while having a small empty vehicle movements.
Generally, one could note that reducing the charging time of vehicles in the charging location reduces the vehicles unavailability due to charging operations. Consequently, smaller fleet size could be used for the system. This feature would help for the reduction in the initial investment as well as maintenance costs for PRT system as fewer vehicles would be needed. However, this potential gain could be mitigated as a high investment would be needed for installing supercapacitors.
Conclusions and Future Works
The PRT system is a relatively new electric transportation tool that has the potential to compete with prevailing modes of private transport. The main goal of this study was to propose a DSS and different dispatching strategies for the empty vehicle management in a PRT system. First, a valid lower bound on mean waiting time of passenger was developed based on a static deterministic routing problem. A mathematical formulation was proposed integrating several real-world constraints such as time window, battery, and distance constraints. This lower bound provided insights about the performance of the system in terms of transportation service.
Next, a DSS which integrates different dispatching strategies was proposed. It is based on the full integration of the management strategies for the PRT system. Also, four different proactive and reactive real time strategies to manage the movement of PRT vehicles were developed. A simulation model using the Anylogic simulation software was implemented as a part of our DSS. This platform makes it possible to analyze the behavior of different real time management strategies for PRT systems. Our simulations showed that the WG and NN strategies are the most energy efficient, whereas WG exhibits the best performance in terms of passenger wait times.
There is much scope for future works. By way of extending this research, it would be interesting to implement other dispatching strategies for the management of PRT systems and to use a multi-agent-based simulation technique to offer more decentralized options for vehicle dispatching programs.
Specific Decomposition method for the proposed mathematical formulation could be proposed. In fact, the mathematical formulation was solved using IBM-Cplex. However, only small instances were solved by IBM-Cplex. Other more sophisticated methods such as Benders Decomposition, Column generation, or branch and price could be developed.
Uncertain travel times can also be implemented and incorporated into our simulation model. In fact and in PRT systems, empty vehicles movement affects congestion on the PRT network which affects the total travel time between each pair of stations. Consequently, travel time between PRT stations would depend heavily on the period of the day and the demand of passengers. Developing strategies that take into account this uncertain and dynamic version of the PRT system would be of a high interest and could be subject for future works. Finally, taking into account different shapes of the PRT network as a multiple depot topology could also be subject for future works.
